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Loose Links Sink Ships 
Opportunities in the World of Online Piracy 
 
Piracy websites on the surface web attract traffic on a scale comparable to legitimate media 
platforms, accounting for 31.5 percent of media viewership. Current analysis of online piracy is 
focused largely on mitigation efforts, which, while necessary, overlooks the opportunity presented 
by piracy networks. Civil society organizations can use piracy networks to provide access to 
media and messages restricted by authoritarian governments, create platforms for grassroots 
social movements, and promote human rights. Through targeted advertisements, pre-movie 
trailers, and cinematic filters aimed at international audiences, piracy networks can be a vehicle 
to empower vulnerable populations worldwide. 

 
 
 

Introduction 

Most governments and NGOs communicate to the public through legitimate forms of media.1 
However, large numbers of people access movies and television shows through illegal sources. In 
2020 alone, for example, piracy websites received 130.5 billion views.2  
 
Law enforcement agencies and industry almost exclusively focus on combating online piracy.3 
Yet, in spite of these efforts, piracy platforms continue to operate and likely will remain a highly 
trafficked part of the digital landscape. Pirated digital content is easy to attain and manipulate, 
available on unregulated or under-regulated sectors of the internet, and incredibly engaging. These 
features make pirated media especially popular with populations that live in authoritarian regimes 
and confront high levels of censorship.  
 
The emphasis on eliminating piracy, while important, has caused us to overlook an opportunity. 
The popularity of piracy websites makes them a powerful tool for human rights and advocacy 
groups to distribute information to disenfranchised and marginalized groups, when access to 
legitimate media has been restricted by an illiberal government.4    
 
 
 
Trends in Online Media Piracy 

Piracy is the unlicensed distribution and consumption of copyrighted movies and television shows. 
Pirated materials are distributed through peer-to-peer websites and downloading channels.5 Since 
the emergence of the internet, digital piracy has become the most prevalent form of free 
entertainment.6 This analysis focuses on pirated television shows and films that are easily 
accessible on the surface web.7 
 
The financial incentives for distributers of pirated content are threefold—advertising income, 
subscription fees, and bitcoin mining, while consumers—mostly young and living in countries 
with limited access to media—seek out pirated content for reasons ranging from its low cost to an 
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ideological commitment to open access. These motives, in combination with the difficulties 
enforcement agencies face in combating pirated content, make piracy sites incredibly resilient.  
 
 
Online Video Piracy 
 
Many different forms of media are pirated digitally.8 This analysis focuses on video piracy as it 
attracts a large audience and allows for easier manipulation of files.9 Video piracy can be 
categorized based on the distribution method of the original content (e.g., movie theaters, 
streaming services, etc.).10 Traditionally, individuals recorded movies and videos on camcorders 
in movie theaters. Pirates would then publish low quality recordings on their websites.11 The latest 
form of video piracy involves copying content from legitimate streaming websites, such as Netflix 
or Amazon Prime. Illegal streaming accounts for 90.9 percent of TV piracy and 56.5 percent of 
film piracy.12 Since January 2017, pirated video content has received more than 483 billion 
views.13 
 
Piracy is profitable. Digital pirates make money through advertising, membership plans, and 
Bitcoin mining: 
 

• Advertisements. Pirates feature paid advertisements on their sites. They can either 
connect to larger advertising networks, similar to Google AdSense, or create direct deals 
with specific companies that have less stringent advertising standards.14 Advertising 
networks may have difficulty filtering for unknown companies or users, and this loophole 
allows pirates to appear as legitimate clients, facilitating direct deals.15 Legitimate 
companies, like Capital One and Paramount, either knowingly or unknowingly advertise 
on piracy websites.16 

 
• Premium Memberships. Many piracy websites offer memberships to their users with 

monthly or yearly payment plans. These memberships provide benefits, such as 
advertisement-free viewing and access to more titles.17 Even in the United States, with a 
wide range of legitimate sites available for streaming content, an estimated 9 million 
broadband subscribers pay for a pirate subscription service. 18  
 

• Bitcoin Mining. Bitcoin is a type of cryptocurrency that must be digitally ‘mined.’19 
Mining Bitcoins requires a computer’s processing power to solve a computational puzzle.  
Pirates mine Bitcoins by prompting their users to download content that discreetly hijacks 
their operating system to create a system of networked computers. Indeed, those who 
download illegal content are 28 times more likely to have their device infected with 
malware, including software that enables covert mining.20 These networked computers then 
provide pirates with greater computing power to mine Bitcoins. 
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Consumers of Pirated Media 

Pirated media is consumed by users prevented from accessing their desired titles on legitimate 
platforms. They justify pirating content by citing a variety of factors from prohibitive pricing to 
principles of equality in access.  
 
The primary consumers of pirated media are young people in regions with limited access to 
legitimate digital streaming due to government censorship or low prioritization by streaming 
services, which delays the release of new titles in markets deemed less important. 
 

• Region. From January 2020 to January 2021, the total number of visits to piracy websites 
amounted to over 106 billion.21 Low and middle-income countries, like Georgia, Ukraine, 
and Belarus, rank the highest in per internet user consumption of pirated films and 
television shows.22 These countries suffer from both government censorship and limited 
viewing options available from streaming services. 

 
• Age. Younger age groups, usually individuals aged 18 to 24, are more likely to participate 

in piracy—though older users are more common as piracy is normalized.23 The main reason 
is a lower level of disposable income and inability to pay for streaming services or an 
unwillingness to pay for multiple services. They typically use platforms, such as Reddit, to 
find information on where they can watch pirated movies for free or find pirated streaming 
services with large video catalogs. 

 
The COVID-19 pandemic has increased dramatically the demand for streaming video services. In 
2020, video streaming services saw a 71 percent increase in viewership over 2019.24 However, a 
variety of other factors lead individuals to visit piracy websites, including: 
 

• Paywalls. Streaming and downloading pirated media allows individuals to view content 
for free and avoid costly paywalls. Even when consumers have bought subscription 
services, many popular titles can only be streamed at extra cost or are found only on 
competing services, requiring additional subscriptions.25  

 
• Regional locks. Most over-the-top (OTT) streaming services, such as HBO and Hulu, 

are not available outside the United States and Europe.  
 

• Censorship. Streaming services like Netflix and Amazon Prime have removed titles or 
specific episodes in response to government demands. For instance, Netflix removed an 
episode of the show Patriot Act upon the request of the Saudi government due to the host’s 
criticism of Muhammad bin Salman.26 Many streaming services also have signed voluntary 
agreements to abide by cultural restrictions, such as censoring unfavorable depictions of 
Gods and Goddesses in India.27 
 

• National norms. Some consumers engage in piracy because it is accepted as a common 
practice and is not energetically discouraged by local governments.28 
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• Open access supporters. Many suppliers and consumers believe that pirating content 
is a form of activism against corporations and governments.29 Indeed, a number of 
explicitly pro-piracy political parties have formed in Europe and North America, viewing 
themselves as a “digital civil rights movement.”30 

 
Given that piracy is lucrative and users are either unable or unwilling to choose legitimate sites, 
law enforcement faces significant obstacles when seeking to shut down pirated media sites. These 
obstacles are made even higher by the very nature of digital technology.   

 
 

Digital Piracy is Resilient and Unlikely to Disappear 
 
Current anti-piracy efforts focus mainly on closing websites and arresting individuals who 
distribute pirated content.31 Digital piracy should be discouraged—however, it is unlikely to 
disappear given the nature of digital technology.  
 
Three primary factors ensure the resiliency of digital piracy:  
 

• Digital media is easily copied and distributed. Piracy websites acquire content 
from mainstream media sources. Digital content is copied with software and equipment 
that can be purchased readily online. Copied content is then posted on websites for easy 
distribution. For example, while Google and YouTube have taken steps to combat piracy 
on their platforms, viewers can still access pirated content on illegal websites. The majority 
of these sites can be found with a simple Google search.32 Indeed, there are communities 
on Reddit and Facebook where users provide links to pirated content online.33  
 

• A whack-a-mole problem. The ease of pirating and distributing digital media means 
that as quickly as authorities shut down a piracy website, providers create a new website 
to meet consumer demand. Popular piracy websites like 123movies and Pirate Bay have 
been removed multiple times, but quickly reappear after being rebranded and re-
uploaded.34 

 
• Anonymity through Virtual Private Networks. Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) 

hide IP addresses, making it more difficult, and in some cases impossible, for law 
enforcement agencies to trace activity back to the pirates.35 The proliferation of VPNs has 
aided piracy by increasing the security users and pirates have when conducting illegal 
activities on the web.  

 
Providers and consumers are motivated by financial gain, limited income, ideological 
commitments, and/or government censorship to engage in online video piracy. Technological 
developments that allow for easy access, instantaneous reproduction of piracy sites, and anonymity 
further cement piracy sites as permanent features of the internet.  
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Policy Recommendations: Combining Entertainment with Advocacy  
 
Digital media piracy is highly resilient and likely to persist in spite of law enforcement and industry 
efforts.36 Indeed, Wired dubbed 2021 “the Platinum Age of Piracy,” because major studios are 
increasingly premiering movies online—a boon for pirates, who can then immediately copy and 
distribute newly released films on their illegal streaming services.37   
 
While digital piracy is illegal and should be combatted, piracy websites could also be a valuable 
tool for civil society organizations seeking to communicate with vulnerable populations and 
transmit important public service messages.38 Piracy sites are useful for messaging precisely 
because they are resilient and popular. 
 
 
Information Dissemination through Piracy Websites 
 
Civil society groups can use piracy websites to transmit messages to vulnerable and underserved 
populations in several ways, including: 
 

•   Online advertising. Groups can target their messages by using algorithms to pair 
advertisements with movies and television shows that are likely to be watched by viewers 
with specific regional and demographic characteristics, such as gender or sexual 
orientation.  
 

•   Pre-movie trailers. Civil society groups, like other businesses that advertise on piracy 
websites, can pay to have pre-movie trailers added to streamed content. Trailers on piracy 
websites cannot be skipped, increasing the probability that viewers engage with the 
content. For example, an NGO could use a pre-movie trailer to heighten breast cancer 
awareness in countries where the topic is taboo.   
 

•   Cinematic filters. Media companies use cinematic filters in movie theaters to discourage 
recording.39 The filters contain messages invisible to the human eye in theaters, but visible 
on recordings. Messages usually consist of copyright warnings that obscure images on the 
screen. However, civil society organizations could use this technology to transmit other 
types of messages or QR codes that direct viewers to websites. To prevent pirates from 
searching for replacement videos “undamaged” by cinematic filters, such messages could 
periodically appear on the screen for a limited amount of time.  

 
Online advertisements and pre-movie trailers are the best options for distributing messages, 
because they take advantage of the existing information-sharing practices used by civil society 
organizations. Messages also can be targeted at specific audiences. In contrast, cinematic filters 
require the cooperation of media producers and cinema houses. This option, therefore, faces 
greater logistical difficulties.  
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The Benefits of Advocacy through Piracy Websites  
 
Piracy websites are a useful tool for civil society organizations to communicate with audiences for 
four reasons: 
 

• Previously inaccessible audiences. Information sharing is the first step to creating 
the space for dissent and civil society, and civil society organizations seek to raise 
awareness about issues and resources with specific audiences.40 Many young adults in low 
and middle-income countries watch pirated videos online, and this demographic is a 
valuable audience for civil society organizations—these users often seek out pirated media 
to evade or defy government censorship. 

 
• Engaging advocacy. Messages presented in connection with popular pirated videos will 

likely reach a wide audience. Those messages may be more memorable when viewers can 
connect them with a theme of the movie.41 For example, if a message in support of an active 
civil society is shown before the movie The Trial of the Chicago 7, viewers may be more 
likely to embrace protests. 
 

• Discrete advertising. Civil society organizations can advertise on piracy websites 
without their name being associated with the messages, because piracy websites have less 
stringent requirements on who advertises on their sites and attribution. Privacy is critical 
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for civil society organizations under authoritarian regimes that oppose advocacy campaigns 
targeted at minority groups, such as LGBTQIA+ communities. 
 

• Resilient messaging. Because sites are hard to shut down permanently and large 
numbers of people globally access pirated videos online, the piracy community is highly 
resilient. The use of VPNs also allows users to hide their identity and bypass or complicate 
government censorship. Civil society organizations can capitalize on the resiliency of 
piracy websites and the privacy afforded users to educate viewers about even sensitive 
online resources or issues, such as shelters for domestic abuse victims.  

 
In countries with high levels of media censorship, piracy websites are a fixture of everyday life—
it is essentially impossible for law enforcement to eliminate all forms of media piracy. Civil society 
groups using piracy websites to distribute information can reach new audiences and provide 
valuable resources with less fear of a backlash from authoritarian governments. 
 
 
 
Conclusion 
 
Information dissemination through piracy networks is an overlooked tool for civil society groups 
to communicate with vulnerable or marginalized audiences. Large numbers of young adults 
frequent piracy websites, and many of these users live in authoritarian societies with significant 
censorship and restrictions on the media. Although piracy websites are illegal and rob artists and 
corporations of profits, they also are highly resilient and unlikely to disappear. Until they do, piracy 
websites are a valuable channel through which civil society organizations can promote human 
rights, provide public service information, create spaces for dissent, and explore advocacy through 
entertainment. 
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